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Scalable Hydrogen Fueling Infrastructure 



▪ Based in Dayton Ohio since 2008

▪ MRE Owns a 40,000 sq. ft. production facility

▪ MRE has developed multiple Products that have 
enabled scalability from 2 kilograms per day 
production to 500 kilograms per day systems.

▪ MRE has 9 patents 3 trademarks a 2 Certificates of 
attestation from CSA Group covering 16 products.

▪ MRE is debt free



Markets for our products

▪ MRE has Identified 7 key markets for our products to fill a need without changing the product:

▪ 1. AutoARK® and SHFA Models to box store sites for 500 stations in the next 5 years for Fuel Cell Cars.

▪ 2. Fueling Stations for fuel cell forklift users & companies with less than 40 trucks per site.

▪ 3. Joint marketing ventures with Solar and Wind turbine installers and new home builders.

▪ 4. Development partners and systems designers for Island Nations and remote geographical locations.

▪ 5. Providing power storage and fuel for cell phone towers, airport tugs and ground power systems.

▪ 6. Educational units for High School and College Curriculums

▪ 7. Utility scale renewable energy storage.



Millennium Reign Energy’s Competitive Advantages 
1) Affordability: ( low overhead, geographic location, no debt, technological advantages, non 

recovery of R & D expense.) all add up to low cost of equipment.

2)    Product Efficiency: Our electrolyzer stack is efficient in hydrogen production with commercial 
ready units at 48 KWH/KG , 63% LHV based on third party studies from UDRI.

3)    Cogeneration: By utilizing waste heat, our units can heat homes and businesses, and 
increases overall efficiency by up to 15% 

4)    Advanced Technology: MRE’s Patented separation membrane cost much less, while offering 
more durability. The alkaline electrolyzer is a less costly injection molded design as well.

5)    Scalability: Each product is engineered to connect together to handle a variety of production 
demands and give maximum scalability. From ½ kilogram per day to 500 kg per day

6)   Uniqueness: MRE’s SHFA, is a one of a kind fueling station that produces hydrogen, purifies, 
compress’s, stores, and dispenses hydrogen on a small plug and play platform. 

7) Wide Product Scope: MRE products address the needs of individuals, businesses, institutions, 
and communities. Our Strategy to build hydrogen infrastructure is outstanding. 

8)    10 products just received a CSA Certificate of Attestation to CSA IR 3-18 
Scalable Hydrogen Fueling Appliance( CSA = Canadian Standards Association) 



The SHFA are for indoor and outdoor installation and non-residential and residential use. 



Trans-Continental Hydrogen Highway™

The SHFA 200 model

* 4 KG per day production
*Purification to J2719
*Compression to 400 bar
*8 KG storage with expansion port for 24 kilograms add on
*Dispensing at 35 MPa with J2600 Nozzle
*CSA certificate of Attestation to 
CSA IR 3-18 for Scalable Hydrogen Fueling Appliance

A One off unit sells for$150,000 USD
Orders of more than 25 can be installed for $100,000 Each

* Priced at $16.00 per kilogram of H2 a station owner can still 
make a small profit of just over 2% while allowing that owner 
first market entry and limited territorial exclusivity to expand 
more stations once it takes off.

Start building Hydrogen fueling infrastructure with our Model 200

The potential for 500 stations U.S.A. coast to  
coast and border to border. A National 
hydrogen highway in 5 years



Advance to the SHFA model 300 once the Model 200 becomes to small 
to service the amount of customers coming to get fuel.

12 KG per day production with our 330 TT electrolyzer, Purification to J2719,
and Compression to 400 bar all in the large enclosure

24 KG storage, Dispensing with J2600 in the smaller enclosure
CSA certificate of Attestation to 
CSA IR 3-18 Scalable Hydrogen Fueling Appliance

One off sells for $325,000 USD 
In orders of 25 the price becomes 212,500 installed and the station owner can make 4.41 % ROI selling the 
Hydrogen at $14.00. this is $2.00 less than in California.

This station is located at Stone Edge Farms in Sonoma Ca. The owners have provided a great living laboratory for MRE and the onsite Wooster 
Engineering team to collect data and make improvements and develop new products that are now proving to be critical to the development of the 
plan to build global hydrogen fueling infrastructure. We owe them a debt of gratitude for their support. 



After the progression of installing the model 200 then to the 

model 300. The Next Step is to expand to the Mega 4 TA 70 as 
the final onsite piece of H2 fueling infrastructure. This can be 
added too with another of the same for 128 kilograms of H2 onsite 
production. This station now jumps the pressure to 10,000 PSI. A 
vehicles range will increase by double.



64 kilogram per day electrolyzer only with purification 
inside a 10 foot shipping container.







Fueling Drones on hydrogen



A Rising Star

Thank you

Contact; Chris McWhinney CEO at 937 479 1994 
for more information www.mreh2.com

http://www.mreh2.com/

